Anomalous U(1) gauge symmetries appear frequently both in heterotic and type I/type II string theory. In the heterotic case we find at most a single anomalous U (1), while in open string theories several such symmetries can appear. We review the properties of the anomalous gauge bosons, the appearance of Fayet-Iliopoulos terms and the concept of heterotic-type I duality. Phenomenological applications of these symmetries might be different in the type I/type II case compared to the heterotic one.
.
Introduction
The appearance of anomalous U(1) gauge symmetries in the framework of string theory has received considerable attention. While primarily the motivation to study such symmetries was of theoretical origin, it was soon realized that there could be interesting applications to model building. This included the possible role of induced Fayet-Iliopoulos terms for gauge and supersymmetry breakdown and the appearance of global symmetries relevant for the strong CP-problem and questions of baryon and lepton number conservation. Cosmological applications can be found in a discussion of D-term inflation and the creation of the cosmological baryon asymmetry.
In string theory, anomalous U(1) gauge symmetries can serve as tools to study detailed properties of duality symmetries and the question of supersymmetry breakdown. Most recently this became apparent in attempts to relate orbifold compactifications of the perturbative heterotic string to orientifolds of Type II string theory. In the present talk I shall report on results obtained in collaboration with Z. Lalak and S. Lavignac. Lack of space and time allows just a summary of basic results. For details and a more complete list of references we refer the reader to the original publications 1,2 .
Anomalous U (1)'s in heterotic string theory
In field theoretic models we were taught to discard anomalous gauge symmetries in order to avoid inconsistencies. This was even extended for the condition on the trace of the charges i Q i = 0 of a U (1) gauge symmetry because of mixed gauge and gravitational anomalies 3 . Moreover a nonvanishing trace of the U (1) charges a Talk given at COSMO-99, International Workshop on Particle Physics and the Early Universe, 27 September -2 October 1999, ICTP, Trieste, Italy would reintroduce quadratic divergencies in supersymmetric theories through a oneloop Fayet-Iliopoulos term 4 . In string theory we then learned that one can tolerate anomalous U (1) gauge symmetries due to the appearance of the Green-Schwarz mechanism 5 that provides a mass for the anomalous gauge boson. In fact, anomalous U (1) gauge symmetries are common in string theories and could be useful for various reasons.
In the case of the heterotic string one obtains models with at most one anomalous U (1), and the Green-Schwarz mechanism involves the so-called model independent axion (the pseudoscalar of the dilaton superfield S). The number of potentially anomalous gauge bosons is in general limited by the number of antisymmetric tensor fields in the ten-dimensional (d = 10) string theory. This explains the appearance of only one such gauge boson in the perturbative heterotic string theory and leads to specific correlations between the various (mixed) anomalies 6 . This universal anomaly structure is tied to the coupling of the dilaton multiplet to the various gauge bosons.
The appearance of a nonvanishing trace of the U (1) charges leads to the generation of a Fayet-Ilopoulos term ξ 2 at one loop. In the low energy effective field theory this would be quadratically divergent, but in string theory this divergence is cut off through the inherent regularization due to modular invariance. One obtains
where (S + S * ) ∼ 1/g 2 with the string coupling constant g. The Fayet-Iliopoulos term of order of the string scale M String is thus generated in perturbation theory. This could in principle lead to a breakdown of supersymmetry, but in all known cases there exists a supersymmetric minimum in which charged scalar fields receive nonvanishing vacuum expectation values (vevs), that break U (1) A (and even other gauge groups) spontaneously. This then leads to a mixing of the goldstone boson (as a member of a matter supermultiplet) of this spontaneous breakdown and the modelindependent axion (as a member of the dilaton multiplet) of the Green-Schwarz mechanism. One of the linear combinations will provide a mass to the anomalous gauge boson. The other combination will obtain a mass via nonperturbative effects that might even be related to an axion-solution of the strong CP-problem 9 . As we can see from (1) , both the mass of the U (1) A gauge boson and the value of the Fayet-Iliopoulos term ξ are of the order of the string scale. Nonetheless, models with an anomalous U (1) have been considered under various circumstances and lead to a number of desirable consequences. Among those are the breakdown of some additional nonanomalous gauge groups 10 , a mechanism to parametrize the fermion mass spectrum in an economical way 11 , the possibility to induce a breakdown of supersymmetry 12 , a satisfactory incorporation of D-term inflation 13 , and the possibility for an axion solution of the strong CP-problem 9 . The nice property of the perturbative heterotic string theory in the presence of an anomalous U (1) is the fact that both ξ and the mass of the anomalous gauge boson are induced dynamically and not just put in by hand. Both of them, though, are of order of the string scale M String , which might be too high for some of the applications. We will now compare this for the case of type I and type II orientifolds.
3 Anomalous U (1)'s in type I and type II theories
We consider d = 4 string models of both open and closed strings that are derived from either type I or type II string theories in d = 10 by appropriate orbifold or orientifold projections 15 . It was noticed, that in these cases more than a single anomalous U (1) symmetry could be obtained 16 . This lead to the belief that here we can deal with a new playground of various sizes of ξ's and gauge boson masses in the phenomenological applications.
The appearance of several anomalous U (1)'s is a consequence of the fact that these models contain various antisymmetric tensor fields in the higher dimensional theory and the presence of a generalized Green-Schwarz mechanism 17,18 involving axion fields in new supermultiplets M . In the type II orientifolds under consideration these new axion fields correspond to twisted fields in the Ramond-Ramond sector of the theory.
From experience with the heterotic case it was then assumed 19 that for each anomalous U (1) a Fayet-Iliopoulos term was induced dynamically. With a mixing of the superfields M and the dilaton superfield S one hoped for U (1) A gauge boson masses of various sizes in connection with various sizes of the ξ's.
The picture of duality between heterotic orbifolds and type II orientifolds as postulated in 20 seemed to work even in the presence of several anomalous U (1) gauge bosons assuming the presence of Fayet-Iliopoulos terms in perturbation theory and the presence of the generalized Green-Schwarz mechanism. So superficially everything seemed to be understood. But apparently the situation turned out to be more interesting than anticipated.
Some Surprises
There appeared two decisive results that initiated renewed interest in these questions and forced us to reanalyse this situation 1 . The first one concerns the inspection of the anomaly cancellation mechanism in various type II orientifolds. As was observed by Ibáñez, Rabadan and Uranga 21 , in this class of models there is no mixing between the dilaton multiplet and the M -fields. It is solely the latter that contribute to the anomaly cancellation. Thus the dilaton that is at the origin of the GreenSchwarz mechanism in the heterotic theory does not participate in that mechanism in the dual orientifold picture. The second new result concerns the appearance of the Fayet-Iliopoulos terms. As was shown by Poppitz 22 in a specific model, there were no ξ's generated in one-loop perturbation theory. The one loop contribution vanishes because of tadpole cancellation in the given theory. This result seems to be of more general validity and could have been anticipated from general arguments, since in type I theory a (one-loop) contribution to a Fayet-Iliopoulos term either vanishes or is quadratically divergent, and the latter divergence is avoided by the requirement of tadpole cancellation. Of course, there is a possibility to have tree level contributions to the ξ's, but they are undetermined, in contrast to the heterotic case where ξ is necessarily nonzero because of the one loop contribution. In type II theory such a contribution would have to be of nonperturbative origin. In the heterotic theory the mass of the anomalous gauge boson was proportional to the value of ξ. If a similar result would hold in the orientifold picture, this would mean that some of the U (1) gauge bosons could become arbitrary light or even massless, a situation somewhat unexpected from our experience with consistent quantum field theories. In any case, a careful reevaluation of several questions is necessary in the light of this new situation. Among those are: the size of the ξ's, the size of the masses of anomalous U (1) gauge bosons, the relation of ξ and gauge boson mass, as well as the fate of heterotic -type IIB orientifold duality, which we will discuss in the remainder of this talk.
The questions concerning the anomalous gauge boson masses have been answered in 1 . Generically they are large, of order of the string scale, even if the corresponding Fayet-Iliopoulos terms vanish. This is in agreement with the field theoretic expectation that the masses of anomalous gauge bosons cannot be small or even zero. There is one possible exception, however. In the limit that gauge coupling constant tends to zero, one could have vanishing masses. In this case, one would deal with a global U(1) that can be tolerated in field theory even if it is anomalous.
Heterotic-Type I Duality
Models containing anomalous U (1) factors offer an arena to study details of Type I/II -Heterotic duality in four dimensions. This duality, is of the weak coupling -strong coupling type in ten dimensions. In four dimensions the relation between the heterotic and type I dilatons is
where G I is the determinant of the metric of the compact 6d space, which depends on moduli fields. For certain relations between the dilaton and these moduli fields we thus have a duality in four dimensions which maps a weakly coupled theory to another weakly coupled theory. For the remainder of the discussion we have to be very careful with the definition of heterotic -type I duality. Such a duality has first been discussed in 23 in ten dimensions. It was explicitely understood as a duality between the original SO(32) type I theory and the heterotic theory with the same gauge group, that is a duality between two theories that both have one antisymmetric tensor field in ten dimensions. This is a very well established duality symmetry which will not be the focus of our discussion here. We would like to concentrate on a four dimensional duality symmetry between more general type II orientifolds and the heterotic SO(32) theory first discussed in 20 . We call this heterotic -type II orientifold duality. It would relate theories that have a different number of antisymmetric tensor field in their ten dimensional origin.
The pairs of models which we study are type IIB orientifolds models in 4d and their candidate heterotic duals which can be found in the existing literature 20, 19, 27, 28, 29, 16, 30, 31 . As an example consider the Z 3 orientifold/orbifold 20 . The type IIB orientifold model has the gauge group G = SU (12) × SO(8) × U (1) A where the U (1) A factor is anomalous. The anomalies are non-universal and get cancelled by means of the generalized Green-Schwarz mechanism. This mechanism involves twenty-seven twisted singlets M αβγ , a particular combination of which combines with the anomalous vector superfield to form a massive multiplet. After the decoupling of this heavy vector multiplet we obtain the nonanomalous model with the gauge goup G ′ = SU (12) × SO(8). On the heterotic side, with the heterotic SO(32) superstring compactified on the orbifold T 6 /Z 3 , the gauge group is G = SU (12) × SO(8) × U (1) A and the U (1) A is again anomalous. Its anomalies, however, are universal in this case, and a universal, only dilaton-dependent, Fayet-Iliopoulos term is generated. In this case there are also fields which are charged only under the anomalous U (1) that can compensate for the Fayet-Iliopoulos term by assuming a nontrivial vacuum expectation value, without breaking the gauge group any further; a combination of these fields and of the dilaton supermultiplet is absorbed by the anomalous vector multiplet. These nonabelian singlets are the counterparts of the M αβγ moduli of the orientifold model. However, on the heterotic side we have additional states charged under U (1) A (and also under SO (8)) the counterparts of which are not present in the orientifold model. These unwanted states become heavy in a supersymmetric manner through the superpotential couplings 19 . Below the scale of the heavy gauge boson mass we have a pair of models whose spectra fulfil the duality criteria.
There are, however, arguments that this duality symmetry might not be universally valid. The first doubts came from a study of the Z 7 examples in 1 . There it was shown that the spectra of the two candidate duals did not match for certain values of the moduli fields. These doubts were confirmed in a calculation of gauge coupling constants 32 . Finally it was shown that certain global symmetries 33,34 that were found to hold on the heterotic side did not have counterparts in the orientifold picture 2 .
Outlook
The presence of anomalous U (1) symmetries can have interesting phenomenological applications both in the heterotic and the type I case. In heterotic string compactifications, the presence of an anomalous U (1) shows up primarily in the existance of a nonvanishing Fayet-Iliopoulos term ξ. If such a term is somewhat smaller than the Planck scale this could explain the origin and hierarchies of the small dimensionless parameters in the low-energy lagrangian, such as the Yukawa couplings 11 , in terms of the ratio ξ/M P l . In explicit string models, ξ is found to be of the order of magnitude necessary to account for the value of the Cabibbo angle. Furthermore, the universality of the mixed gauge anomalies implies a successful relation between the value of the weak mixing angle at unification and the observed fermion mass hierarchies 36 . The anomalous U (1) could also play an important role in supersymmetry breaking: not only does it take part in its mediation from the hidden sector to the observable sector (as implied by the universal Green-Schwarz relation among mixed gauge anomalies), but also it can trigger the breaking of supersymmetry itself, due to an interplay between the anomalous D-term 12 and gaugino condensation 14 . It would be interesting to look at this questions in the framework of the heterotic E 8 × E 8 M-theory 24 in the presence of anomalous U (1) symmetries, generalizing previous results of supersymmetry breakdown 25 . Cosmologically, the presence of an anomalous U (1) might have important applications in the discussion of inflationary models: in particular its Fayet-Iliopoulos term can dominate the vacuum energy of the early Universe, leading to so-called D-term inflation 13 . Finally, the heterotic anomalous U (1) might be at the origin of a solution of the strong CP problem 9 , while providing an acceptable dark matter candidate. Since there is no exact heterotic -type II orientifold duality one may now ask whether the anomalous U (1)'s present in type IIB orientifolds are likely to have similar consequences -or even have the potential to solve some of the problems encountered in the heterotic case. Certainly, the implications will differ somewhat. In the heterotic case, the phenomenological implications of the U (1) X rely on the appearance of a FayetIliopoulos term whose value, a few orders of magnitude below the Planck mass, is fixed by the anomaly. The situation is different in in the orientifold case, where the Fayet-Iliopoulos terms are moduli-dependent. The freedom that is gained by the possible adjustment of the Fayet-Iliopoulos term allows, for example, to cure the problems of D-term inflation in heterotic models 37 , where ξ turned out to be too large. This possible choice of ξ is payed for by a loss of predictivity. In that respect, one may conclude that the orientifold anomalous U (1)'s are not that different from anomaly-free U (1)'s, whose Fayet-Iliopoulos terms are unconstrained and can be chosen at will. This might also question the possible use of these U (1)'s for an axion solution of the strong CP-problem. Still, these anomalous U(1) symmetries might play an important role in phenomenological applications.
